WINGSCAPES BIRDCAM PRO

Bob Armstrong

Using the BIRDCAM PRO'S for
documenting the behavior of small
creatures:
I have used two models for several years now and
both are still working fine. One model I use for
taking videos in the motion sensitive mode. The
other I use in the timelapse mode. Both models
cost under $200.
One real advantage of these cams is they have
several focus settings and can focus as close as six
inches.
With eight AA lithium batteries they will last
several days.
They have worked well day and night in all
weather conditions, rain, snow, and in single digit
temperatures.
They use a flash equipped with 24 white LEDs
which looks more natural than the typical
infrared lights used on most trail cameras.

Snowshoe Hares

Looking for their tracks in the
snow where tthey appeared to
be feeding helps to know where
to set up the cam.

In the videos of them feeding in winter I only saw them feeding on Sitka spruce
needles and branches. Of interest is these were mostly the dead ones.

Squirrels

I buried some truffles in a fairly remote area in the moss. The first night a
Flying Squirrel (above) and early one morning a Red Squirrel (below) came and
dug them up.

Voles

Although I never concentrated on voles I was surprised at how well these tiny
mammals triggered the cam. In both these photos the cam was about four feet away.

Insects

I used the BirdCam Pro's quite often to document what pollinates certain orchids.

In the motion video mode
the cam often captured these
Hawkmoths visiting the
white bog orchids during
daylight. In this photo you
can see the pollinia attached
to its proboscis. A good
documentation of its value
as a pollinator.

Using the Timelapse
Mode

The Wingscapes Birdcam Pro Timelapse camera was set to take a photo every minute
throughout the 24 hour period each day. This was done for a total of 15 days.

The moth Autographa corusca was identified by
Robin McLeod on BugGuide Net as the probable
species that we have photographed visiting these
orchids.

Moths were the only insects that visited these orchids.
The moths only visited the orchids during the hours of darkness.
No insects visited the orchids during daylight hours.

Overall Conclusion
I think these cams are great for documenting small creature behavior. They are
easy to set up. And you can focus and review the images in the field.
Most creatures do not seem to be alarmed by the bright LED lights. So far I have
observed no reactions by hares, flying squirrels, red squirrels and insects. It does
appear that voles are alarmed by the lights.
One possible downside to using the bright LED lights is humans can see them.
Here are some links to the videos:
Snowshoe Hare https://vimeo.com/194701969
Flying Squirrel https://vimeo.com/641213783 https://vimeo.com/400662317
https://vimeo.com/391753032
Red Squirrel https://vimeo.com/398411551
Vole https://vimeo.com/402798838
Insects https://vimeo.com/442134257 https://vimeo.com/280467246

